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Following Oregon college shooting, do USD students teel sate?
SARAH BREWINGTON
NEWS EDITOR
and
ELISABETH SMITH
ASST. NEWS EDITOR
A mass shooting on Umpqua
Community College's campus
left 10 dead and seven injured
in Southwest Oregon, Thursday
Oct. 1. According to officials, the
shooter was a 26 year old male
from the local community. The
shooter died during an exchange
of gunfire with police.
The shooter carried two
handguns and at least one long
gun onto the campus, according to
local enforcement officials.
President Obama made a
statement from the White House
soon after the shooting.
"[Like] I said each time we
see one of these mass shootings,
our thoughts and prayers are.
not enough," Obama said.
"It's not enough. It does
not capture the heartache
and grief and anger that
we should feel. And it does
nothing to prevent this carnage
from being inflicted someplace
else in America — next week, or a
couple of months from now."
Obama encouraged the people
of the United States to demand

gun control legislation from
their representatives because the
nation has become numb to these
situations.

According
to
the Washington
P o s t
the shooting in
Oregon was one of 294 shootings
with four or more casualties so far
this year.

New iPad system struggles
to create desired efficiency

ELAINE SELKlA
CONTRIBUTOR

Skepticism is everywhere,
especially when people try to
innovate the old into the new. This
was the case for several departments
on campus. At the beginning of
this school year, several offices,
namely the OneStop Student
Center, the Torero Store, and the
International Center, implemented
a new check-in system involving
iPads for students to use.
Sophomore Mitchell Berry,
the OneStop front desk student
attendant, believes that the new
changes have made things easier.
"This new system with
the iPads helps make the
office a more efficient place
for the students," Berry said.
The new digital check-in
requires students to enter their
information, including their email
and Torero identification number.

At OneStop, students checking in
also enter their cell phone number,
so that they can receive texts
when it is their turn to be assisted.
The Director of the OneStop,
Sybilla Robison, elaborated on
how this new iPad.check in system
varies from the old check in process.
"With the old system it was a
much longer process for students
since they would have to be
manually put into the system and
have to wait in our lobby until
there was a counselor available
to talk with them," Robison said.
Aurora Espinoza, a first-year
at USD, questions whether this
new system is actually efficient.
"Sometimes I don't know
what qualifies as being in the
'express lane'," Espinoza said.
The express lane at OneStop
is for students that are turning
in or dropping off a form,
making a payment, or doing

See IPAD, Page 2
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Alexis Zerik/The Vista
The International center now has a new iPad cheek-in
system.

The Department of Homeland but is unsure of any specifics.
"I'm guessing [an emergency
Security (DHS) is one of many
government entities that provides plan is] all online somewhere, at
information about active shooters, Teast I hope it's out there," Ibrahim
said. "I have no idea what I would
and active shooting situations.
"An
active have to do in that event. I'd maybe
try and get to my car and leave."
Sophomore
Gabby
Chakkos believes
USD

shooter
is an individual
actively engaged in
killing or attempting
to kill people in a confined and
populated area," DHS stated.
Fortunately at the University
of San Diego, an active shooter
has never been a problem.
The department of Public
Safety on campus does have an
Emergency Preparedness plan if
an active shooter is on campus,
but many students are not aware
of this.
Junior Tanya Ibrahim assumes
there is an emergency plan
available somewhere otv campus,

should be more
informative about what to do in the
event of a shooter.
"Since there have been so
many shootings this year, USD
should share the preparedness plan
with the students," Chakkos said.
"People don't think these types of
things happen until it's too late."
Although he feels safe
on campus, in the event of an
emergency, senior Jordan Jackson
would not know what to do.
"I have no idea why we do
not have required training on
campus," Jackson said. "It seems

See SHOOTING, Page 2

Everyday is meatless
with new vegan club
SARAH BREWINGTON
NEWS EDITOR
Dairy, meat, and eggs are
just a few of the foods that vegans
choose to exclude from their diet.
A salad garnished with
cheese is what junior Leah Wargo
received at a student organization
conference last ye^r. Wargo is a
vegan and was disappointed to
discover the lack of awareness
about veganism on her college
campus. Wargo discovered that the
University of San Diego knew little
about what it means to be vegan.
Determined to raise awareness,
started the club Student Vegans
United (SVU) to raise awareness
about veganism on campus.
"SVU began as a side
effect of the irritation I felt at a
certain conference for student
organizations on campus," Wargo
said. "The registration form
asked me if I had any dietary
restrictions so I noted that I was
vegan and decided not to elaborate
because anyone at USD should
know what vegan is, right? So
they provided me with a lovely
salad for dinner, but here's the
kicker: the salad had cheese on
it. It was then that I realized
that I had been overestimating
the knowledge about veganism
within the USD community."
Wargo explained that her goal
in starting SVU was not only to
raise awareness about veganism
but to also educate students about
a sustainable choice in their diets.
"I hope to raise an awareness

Photo courtesy of Leah Wargo
President of SVU, Leah
Wargo.
of veganism and educate students
about ethical eating on campus
as well as build on one of the
reasons for becoming vegan:
sustainability," Wargo said. "I
especfally hope to provide a
resource for vegans who are
living on campus and are worried
about not being able to sustain
their lifestyle in college. I also
hope that I can visit the campus
a few years from now and still
see an active SVU organization."
As Wargo continues through
her semester, she hopes SVU will
partner with other organizations
promote the efforts of her club.
Wargo is publicizing her new
club at events like Changemaker
Fest where she hopes to make
students conscious of their
food intake and the effect their

See VEGAN, Page 2
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USD unaware of campus emergency procedures
SHOOTING continued
from Front Page

to be something I should have
learned freshman year. Sadly, I
feel as though I would be helpless
if a situation as such was brought
onto our campus."
While there are emergency
procedures that students can learn
in order to be better prepared in the
event of a shooter, students are not
required to learn these preventative
actions.
Vice President of Student
Affairs,
Carmen
.Vazquez
explained that USD has a plan for
emergency procedures.
"USD has updated Critical
Incident and Emergency Response
Management Plans that detail
the appropriate campus response
[action and messaging] in the
event of. a campus emergency,
including protocols in the instance
of an immediate threat to persons
[acts of violence] such as an active
shooter on campus," Vazquez said.
While Vazquez is aware of
many other trainings that USD
provides, active shooter training is
not one of them.

"I am not aware of training
for the general student body in
response to an active shooter
simulation," Vazquez said. "We
do conduct fire drills throughout
the year and participate in the other
state drills on earthquake safety.
I will discuss general student
body training with Chief Barnett
as ,a component of certain future
simulation[s]."
Chief Larry Barnett, is
head of public safety at USD.
In evaluating active shooter
situations, Barnett explained the
best way to prevent a situation.
"Students need to be aware
of their surroundings and report
anything ' suspicious including
suspicious
behavior,"
Barnett
said. "Anyone having information
of a possible weapon on .campus
should report that information
immediately to Public Safety."
Barnett confirmed that there
has not been a potential active
shooter situation at USD, he thinks
it could be a possibility.
"Unfortunately, I believe
every campus has the potential
to be at risk of an active shooter
incident," Barnett said.

NEWS EDITOR
SARAH BREW1NGTON

ASST. NEWS EDITOR
ELISABETH SMITH

@sgbrew42

@ellie smithl3

While such situations are
unfortunate, P-Safe at - USD
undergoes training to deal with
active shooter situations.
"Public Safety
regularly
trains in the various components
of responding to an active shooter
situation," Barnett said. "Last year,
Public Safety Officers and several
San Diego Police Officers from
Western Division [Friars and Napa
St] conducted an active shooter
scenario training session utilizing
one of our campus buildings."
Barnett elaborated that many
colleges participate in the training.
"Our
department
also
partners with and has trained

with SDSU Police, UCSD Police,
Community College Police, and
School Police for active shooter
scenario training," Barnett said.
"In addition, our officers receive
on-going
Advanced
Officer
Training at the San Diego Regional
Law Enforcement Academy with
the San Diego Police Department
and other-local law enforcement
departments. A portion of this
training also incorporates rapid
response/active shdoter training."
While the P-Safe officers
undergo training, students at
USD do not. Barnett ensures that
students are made aware of active
shooter situations amongst the

Courtesy of Larry Barnett

P-safe undergoes active shooter training.

many safety procedures.
"DPS
participates
in
information sessions with - new
students and with our students
who live in the residences halls
related to a variety of campus
safety topics which includes active
shooter information," Barnett said.
Barnett
explained
they
are always looking for more
opportunities.
"We continue to look at ways
in which Public Safety can further
expand its educational efforts.
Public Safety also makes our
officers available for presentations
to campus student groups," Barnett
said.
Barnett
encouraged
the
USD community to prevent the
situation in advance, he hopes that
students will take, advantage of the
resources that P-Safe offers and
educate themselves.
USD is still vulnerable to this
kind of tragedy. Colleges across
the country look at the events in
Oregon, and the USD community
should educate themselves on how
to act during a shooting.
The Vista has omitted the shooter's name
to dissuade further attention toward him.

Student Vegans United aims for sustainable eating amongst USD
VEGAN continued from
Front Page
diets have on the environment.
Wargo
knows
that
converting to
veganism is not
an easy option for all students,
as she herself struggled to give
up certain foods when she first
decided to adopt a vegan diet.
"During my senior year
of high school I had done some
research into vegetarianism and
decided that it would be the most
ethical choice for me to make, but
had some difficulty doing so while
staying at home," Wargo said.
Wargo ' explained
that
she decided to alter her diet
when she came to college.
"When I came to USD, I
found that I had the freedom to
make my own choices and the
first one was going to be the
easiest one: deciding what to put
into my body," Wargo said. "I

gave up meat, including fish
and eggs, and continued to
research the lifestyle. The
benefits of going full vegan
convinced me to cut out dairy
and honey that December
while I was home with my
family, and I haven't looked
back since. Well, maybe
once or twice. Milk was a%
hard one for me to give up."
Wargo
encourages
students at USD who are
vegan or who take an interest
in being vegan to consider
joining at her club. Wargo
promises plenty of food
options and advice, as she ,
herself cooks her own meals.
"I enjoy cooking for myself
but I enjoy cooking for others
more, and I have found that being
vegan has broadened my culinary
horizons," Wargo said. "I have
created things in the kitchen that
I might not have had if I'd been

vegetables in new ways
and using flax seeds as a
substitute for eggs. Site
finds that her diet allows
for much
creativity.
"I
have
made
lots of things in my
kitchen from pasta and
fresh
tomato
sauce
to
cauliflower
crust
pizza," Wargo said. "I
do have a Ninja [food
processor] so 1 like to
utilize that for breakfast
PEACE
OUR PIANET
OUR HEALTH
smoothies, banana ice
cream, thicker soups,
FNPY T/FVIINFF
or flax-seed. I have also
JLJVWJL YUUIIU
VeganStreet.com
baked plenty of fries,
Courtesy of Leah Wargo
sweet potato and yukon,
squash,
cauliflower
simply grilling a burger patty spaghetti
steaks, and curried vegetables.
or pan searing a fish fillet."
As SVU gains footing, And of course, I love fresh salads."
Wargo even
used
her
Wargo hopes that she can share
her dishes with her club members. culinary expertise at Blue Spoon,
Wargo explained that she cooks a the frozen yogurt and smoothie hot
variety of food for herself, crafting spot outside of Frank's Lounge.

Sophomore Mitchell Berry,
is- the front desk attendant at
OneStop. He explained how the
interactions with the students
have changed with OneStop.
"The wait can be as little as
one minute or as long as an hour
depending on what time of day and
what time of the year," Berry said.
While the wait time can still
be the same between the new and
the old system, it is designed so
that students now do not have to
sit in the sitting room waiting for
their appointment. Instead, they
can do something else while they
wait for the text message alerting
them that they are next in line.
Sophomore
Lindsey
Kirkbride elaborated on the
long wait times, clarifying that

the lines were longer aL the
beginning of the school year.
"The wait was pretty long,
but that was because I went at
the beginning of the semester
to drop a class," Kirkbride said.
Berry and Robison both

One evening last year, she created
a smoothie with kale, lime juice
and various other ingredients that
impressed her supervisor. Her
smoothie is called Leah's Special
and now graces the menu in
Blue Spoon as a vegan smoothie
option for all students and USD
community members to sample.
"My goal is to reach a good
amount of the student population
through dining initiatives and
signs and just our presence on
campus about ethical eating
and sustainability," Wargo said.
"There is so much to be done
before we can truly call ourselves
a green campus, and I think that
educating the students is key
to turning talk into progress."
While Wargo still has to
determine when her weekly
meetings will take place, she"
hopes that with SVU's growing
presence she will have a club that
surpasses her own time at USD.

iPad system elicits mixed reviews
IPAD continued from
Front Page

other tasks that don't require
meeting with an advisor or
specific
counselor.
Students
still have to check in to simply
turn in a form to the front desk.
First year Rebecca Shea
explained that the ne\y system
has proven inconvenient at times.
"Sometimes if I only have
a quick question I still have to go
through the check in process which
takes up more time," Shea said.
This new queueing system is
designed to make the experience
more flexible
for students so
they do not have to waste an
hour sitting in the OneStop lobby
waiting to speak with someone.

used this option when he was
trying to visit OneStop earlier
this year. He explained that
after a long wait time, he had
to push back his appointment.
"If you go at peak times it's
bad," Aguila said."I had to wait for

"The process took too long at the bookstore.
It is better talking with a person so they can
understand what you need."
- Brian White
agreed that OneStop can become
packed with students during lunch
time and during the add/drop period.
In the event that a student
becomes busy while waiting for
their appointment, they have the
option to postpone the meeting for
30 minutes until they are ready.
Junior
Ryder
Aguila

two and a half hours by text for a
counselor and then had to postpone
for 30 minutes because I was busy."
The International Center
has also started using iPads this
school year. Similar to OneStop
the International Center uses the
iPads as a way of keeping track of
how many students come in each

day, as well as a more efficient
way to notify the counselors when
their appointment has arrived.
Junior Brian White spoke
about his negative experience with
the iPads that the new Torero Store
was using earlier this semester
to help with ordering books.
"The process took too long at
the bookstore," White said. "It is
better talking with a person so they
can understand what you need."
OneStop, the International
Center, and the Torero Store
are all using the new iPads in
an effort to increase efficiency
and understanding. Despite the
mixed reviews from students,
USD remains hopeful that the
iPad system will
ultimately
prove
to
be
a
success.
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SEPT. 25

LOCATION: MANCHESTER VILLAGE GARAGE

LOCATION: BARCELONA BIKE RACK

AT APPROXIMATELY 7:46 A.M., PUBLIC SAFETY OBSERVED A (THICLE
AT APPROXIMATELY 11:39 P.M., PI JBLIC SAFETY RESPONDEFTFLDO A REPORT ON CAMPUS WITH A SHATTERED WINDOW. UPON INVESTIGATION IT
OF THE THEFT OF A BICYCLE ON CAMPUS. UPON INVESTIGATION IT WAS
WAS DETERMINED THAT THE VEHICLE BELONGED TO A VISITOR TO
REPORTED THAT A YELLOW HUFFY (SIX SPEED) BICYCLE WAS LEFT
CAMPUS AND WAS BROKEN INTO BETWEEN 9 P.M., ON SEPT. 24 AND
UNSECURED AT A BIKE RACK AND WAS TAKEN BETWEEN 11 A.M., ONSEPL 7:46 ON SEPT. 25. THE FOLLOWING ITEMS WERE TAKEN FROM THE VE
25 AND 11:30 P.M., ON SEPT. 25.
HICLE: TWO, BLACK RAWLINGS BASEBALL GLOVES, ONE PAIR OF
NEW BALANCE BASEBALL CLEATS, ONE BLACK EASTON GEAR BAG, .
LOCATION: MAHER HALL
ONE BLACK AND BLUE, SWISS GEAR BACKPACK, AND ONE BIOLOGY
AT APPROXIMATELY 8:20 P.M., RESIDENT ASSIS TANTS CITED FOUR
TEXTBOOK.
STL DENTS FOR MINOR IN POSSESSION.

SEPT. 27

LOCATION: MISSIONS B BIKE RACK

LOCATION: SAN R'AEAEL HALL

AT APPROXIMATELY 8:20 P.M., RESIDENT ASSISTANTS CITED ONE STUDENT AT APPROXIMATELY 11:39 P.M., PUBLIC S AFETY RESPONDED TO A
REPORT OF THE THEFT OF A BICY CLE ON CAMPUS. UPON
FOR MINOR IN POSSESSION.
INVES TIGATION IT WAS REPORTED THAI' A WHITE T REK FEMALE
BICYCLE WITH A WHITE AND BLACK SEAT WAS SECURED WITH A
LOCATION: PALOMA R HALL
AT APPROXIMATELY 8:20 P.M., PUBLIC SAFETY RESPONDED TO A REPORT OF CABLE LOCK TO A BIKE RACK AND WAS TAKEN BETWEEN 12 P.M., ON
SEPT. 13 AND 12 P.M., ON SERE 27.
AN INTOXICATED INDIVIDl AL ON CAMPUS. UPON INVESTIGATION THE
INDIVIDUAL WAS CONTACTED, IDENTIFIED AS A STUDENT AND
EVALUATED. THE STl.DENT WAS DETERMINES? TO BE TOO INTOXICATED
TO CARE FOR THEM SELF AND WAS VOL!JNTARILY TRANSPORTED TO
DETOX.
LOCATION: MANCHESTER VILLAGE GARAGE
AT APPROXIMATELY 9:23 A.M., PUBLIC SAFETY RESPONDED TO A REPORT
OF A VEHICLE ON CAMPUS WITH A SHATTERED WINDOW. UPON
INVESTIGATION IT WAS DETERMINED THAT THE VEHICLE BELONGED TO A
RESIDENT STUDENT AND WAS BROKEN INFO BETWEEN 6 P.M., ON SEPT. 24
AND 7:55 A.M., ON SEPT. 25. A ROXY PURSE CONTAINING RAY BAN
SI JNGLASSES WASTAKEN FROM THE VEf IICLE
LOCATION: MANCHESTER VILLAGE GARAGE

AT APPROXIMATELY 9:18 A.M., PUBLIC SAFETY RESPONDED TO A REPORT
OF A VEHICLE ON CAMPUS WITH A SHATTERED WINDOW. UPON
INVESTIGATION IT WAS DETERMINED THAT THE VEHICLE BELONGED TO A
RESIDENT STUDENT AND WAS BROKEN INTO BETWEEN 2:30 P.M., ON SEPT.
23 AND 7:45 A.M., ON SEPT. 25. A ROADSIDE EMERGENCY. FIRST AID KIT' WAS
T AKEN FROM THE VEHICLE.

LOCATION: MAHER TRAFFIC CIRCLE
AT APPROXIMATELY 1:38 A.M., PUBLIC SAFETY RESPONDED TO A
REPORT OFAN INTOXICATED INDIVIDUAL ON CAMPUS. UPON
INVESTIGATION THE INDIVIDUAL WAS CONTACTED, IDENTIFIEDAS A
STUDENT AND EVALUATED. THE INDIVIDU AL WAS DETERMINED TO BE
UNDER THE INFLUENCE OF ALCOHOL BUT ABLE TO CARE FOR THE.YI
SELF.

SEPT. 30
LOCATION: COPLEY LIBRARY

AT APPROXIMATELY 11:16 A.M., PUBLIC SAFETY RESPONDED TO A
REPORT OF THE THEFT OF A BLACK WALLET CONTAINING SIX GIFT
CARDS, A WASHINGTON STATE DRIVER'S LICENSE, 25 DOLLARS IN
CASH AND A BANK DEBIT. CARD FROM THE COPLEY LIBRARY STUDY
AREA THE WALLET WAS REPORTED JO HAVE BEEN LEFT UNATTENDED
AT APPROXIMATELY 7:30 P.M., ON SEPT. 29.
\

Kelly Kennedy/The Vista

How t o s t a y s a f e d u r i n g a s h o o t i n g
Prevent

1
2
3

Eva1uate your options

Develop a

Can you get out?

to the ground and lie

survival mindset

• Check if surroundings are

face down, wait for law

Should you take down the

enforcement

shooter?

safe
Know your
nearest exits

• Leave belongings (except

If inside:

phone) and follow

characters

For more
information
Visit P-Safe's website at:
www.sandiego.edu/
emergency/procedures
Or call the non-emergency
ine:
619)-260-7777
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option but confrontation

locked door

away in zigzag motions

• Act as a team and make a

• If you are in a class,

Should you hide?

spread away from

If outside:

classmates

• If you are within 15-20

commitment to actions
• Throw objects like
backpacks and books,

• Get behind desks, chairs,

feet of cover: duck and

and tables
• Shut blinds, and do not

move once you are there
• If there is no cover: drop

and there is no other

preferably behind a

• If shooter appears, run

run, stay down, and don't

• Yes, if they come inside

• Find a good hiding spot,

instincts
Report suspicious

agree on action plan

• Talk with classmates and

Call P-Safe 619-2602222 AND Call 911
Identify self and exact
location, give specific
details about situation
Follow through with plan

Law
Enforcement
When officials arrive:
• Remain calm

at the shooter's as a

• Do not run

distraction

• Put your hands up

• Move to disarm the

peek out

Act

Stay calm and don't
hesitate

• No sudden movements

shooter and lower him/

• Identify the shooter

her to the ground

• Answer any questions

Elisabeth Smith, Nora Brewington, Sarah Brewington/The Vista
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The Vista publication is written and edited by USD
students and funded by revenues generated by advertising
and a student fee. Advertising material published is for
information purposes only and is not to be construed as an
expressed or implied endorsement or verification of such
commercial venues by the staff or University. The Vista
office is located on the fourth floor of the Student Life
Pavilion in room 403B.
All inquiries should be sent to:

The Vista
5998 Alcala Park
Sail Diego, CA 92110

The first copies of the newspaper are complimentary,
all copies thereafter are 25 cents charge.
Opinions expressed in this publication are not
necessarily those of The Vista staff, the University of San
Diego or of its student body.
Letters to the Editor can be submitted to The Vista
office. Letters should be limited to 300 words and must
be signed. For identification purposes, USD identification
numbers and writer's year must be included in the letter. The
Vista reserves the right to edit published letters. Any content
sent to the editor will be considered for publication unless
otherwise stated.
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Life is not fair

£

A&C EDITOR

ASST. A&C EDITOR

TAYLER
REVIERE VERNINAS

ABBY GENTRY

Anything Goes' for FGL
Toreros dance the night away with Florida Georgia Line

TAYLER REVIERE VERNINAS
ARTS & CULTURE EDITOR
I am so frustrated because
life is not fair. No, I don't mean
fair in the sense that I could not
go out this weekend because
I had too much homework, I
mean fair as in unjust. Every
moment, all around the world,
events occur that seem so wrong,
I get goosebumps just thinking
about the innocent lives lost.
The shooting in Oregon
this past week, took place on
a college campus; a campus
inhibited by young, intellectual
minds gaining "knowledge within
their classes. A campus much
like the one we walk on everyday.
There were two aspects
that struck me from this traumatic
event. I was horrified to read how
hose who claimed to be Christian
were shot in the head and those
who did not answer or were not
Christian were shot in the leg.
What shocked me the
most from reading this was
how powerfully faithful these
Christians were in order to admit
to something that resulted in their
death. The fact that someone,
regardless of the situation they
were facing in that moment, was
willing to die in the name of their
savior is unbelievably beautiful,
yet
unfathomable
to
me.
As a Catholic, my whole
purpose of living is to glorify
God. However, if I am faced
with a moment in life such as the
one in which these people faced,
would I be just as willing to say
yes? Would my faith be so strong
in that exact moment to know that
I would not denounce the one
identity that I believe is the most
important to hold? It is a scary
thought, yet questioning it makes
my feelings grow even stronger for
the beauty of faith and spirituality.
An issue that struck me was
the mentality of the shooter. The
26-year-old was described by
neighbors as an unfriendly guy
who seemed to want nothing
to do with the community. Of
course his mental state was'
seriously affected, but what I
wonder is where were the people
who could have helped him?
When we encounter people
who shut us out or refuse to
acknowledge our existence, we
may automatically disregard them
because they have no intention of
wanting to get to know us or be
involved within our community.
The shooter's actions are
in no way justified. What he
did was wrong and the effects
of his actions will continue to
affect the lives of the Umpqua
community. Tragic stories such
as these can give many of us
goosebumps,
especially
as
college students who cannot
fathom the possibility of this
happening on our own carfipus.
But what can we do as
individuals in our community
to make sure that everyone is
appreciated with compassion and
empathy? Whatever small thing it
is, we must be mindful of how our
little actions can go such a long
way. Maybe we can help in a
way that will prevent any tragedy.

JENNA PRINCIPE
CONTRIBUTOR

Country
music
fans,
adorned in their cowboy boots,
hats, and southern charm, packed
the Sleep Train amphitheater in
Chula Vista on Saturday, Oct. 3
to watch Florida Georgia Line
perform on their "Anything
Goes" tour. The country duo,
Brian Kelley and Tyler Hubbard,
attracted thousands of fans from
all over the area to witness the
fun, upbeat, pop-infused music.
The pair opened up with
their song, "Every Night," setting
a bold, lively, energetic tone for
the night. Multi-colored lights
synchronized with the mix of
heavy vocals, booming drum
and guitar instrumental, and
catchy pop rhythms. Flashing
vibrant fervor of the entire night
onto the faces of the crowd that
did not shy from dancing and
singing along to every lyric.
Dozens of Toreros- were
in attendance and had long
anticipated the show, including
sophomore
Aidan
James,
who shared his excitement
prior to the eventful night.
"I heard good things about
their concert in Vegas on Friday
night," James said. "Apparently
they played fun music to sing
and dance to, so there was no
way it could not be a blast!"
Devoted fans arrived at
the venue hours before the
concert began to enjoy parking
lot tailgating in the company of
other fans. Music blasted from
truck beds, families and friends

Photo Courtesy of Meghann Long

The country duo of Florida Georgia Line ended the night with their hit song 'Cruise.'

played corn hole and ladder golf,
and people soaked in sun and
good company as they waited for
the concert to begin. Everyone
was certainly having a great time
before the concert even started, a
testament to the great night ahead.
Once the gates opened, fans
flooded the sold-out amphitheater
to find their seats or spots on the
lawn area. The tightly packed
venue did not deter fans from
their endless dancing, screaming,
and chanting. The lights at last
dimmed to welcome opening acts
Frankie B allard and Thomas Rhett.
Ballard played his hit
single "Young and Crazy" and
Rhett performed his popular
song "Get Me Some of That,"
building the egergy for the
much-anticipated main act. Once
Florida Georgia Line finally
hit the stage, the commotion
of the crowd was boundless
as eager fans were finally able

to welcome the performance
they
had
long
awaited.
Groups
of
friends
jammed together, jumping and
singing to their favorite songs,
creating lifelong
memories.
Senior Emily Abay was one
of many fans in the crowd
who shared in the excitement
of the musical performance.
"One of my favorite things
about country concerts is the
overall vibe from everyone in the
crowd," Abay said. "Everyone
is there to just enjoy the music
and company. »The greatest
feeling is when you have your
arms wrapped around some of
your closest friends and you
find yourself swaying back
and forth singing in unison
with the rest of the crowd."The duo did not hesitate
to acknowledge the rowdy
and
vibrant
crowd. They
expressed their gratitude for

their San Diego fans and their
unrelenting willingness to have
a good time. Not only was the
audience able to connect with the
performance, but they were also
able to connect with each other.
The band wrapped up,
the night with what is perhaps
their most popular single,
"Cruise." The energy of the
night was definitely not lost
during the last song. Sophomore
Helen
Patterson
tnorougniy
enjoyed her night with some
of her closest Toreros friends.
"Everyone
was
happy
and
dancing
and
singing
to all the songs," Patterson
said. "It was a great night!"
Not a single person in the
crowd declined to sing and dance
along, ending the concert on a
fantastic note. The night ended
complaint free and attendants
were content with their night
full of music and great friends.

with

normal piano without a hitch.
The jazzy tunes were more
impressive when the synthesizer
was off than when it was on.
University
of
San

audience swayed and bobbed
their heads as the music played.
Hiatus Kaiyote brought
intense energy, enthusiasm,
and entertainment to the crowd

Hiatus Kaiyote returns to San Diego

ALLISON MCINNIS
ASST. OPINION EDITOR

Hiatus Kaiyote took over the
House of Blues in downtown
San Diego on Friday, Oct. 2,
The four person Australian
band is widely known for
their. neo-soul music, and was
nominated for a Grammy in
2011 for Best R&B Performance.
The small venue slowly
filled up, eventually reaching
close to a full house. The crowd
chanted until the band came

equal
enthusiasm.
She began by saying that
they were so lucky to be on one
of the main stages at the venue.
"At this time last year, we were
in the small a... room next door,
and now we're here!" Palm said.
The crowd responded
with a roar, while many started
jumping and purftping their fists
in the air. The show began with a
technical issue, but Palm started
the set with an impromptu acoustic
version of "Mobius Streak."
She hit every soul-filled
note with grace and her voice
rang through the room. Although

"The jazzy tunes were more
impressive when the synthesizer
was off than when it was on."
out. When the lead singer, Nai
Palm, finally emerged, she was
wearing cat ears and a sparkly
jacket from her famously
eclectic wardrobe. The crowd
went wild and she responded

the set was riddled with technical
problems, the band continued on.
When the synthesizer
would not cooperate, Simon
Mavin
who
plays" the
synthesizer, began playing a

«

The music was really captivating
and I liked how they dealt with the
technical issues" -Johnathan Siezar
Diego sophomore Johnathan
Siezar, raved about the band
after leaving the performance.
"They dealt with a
frustrating situation very well, but
1 loved her voice!" Siezar said.
"The
music
was
really
captivating and I liked how they
dealt with the technical issues."
The crowd's interest
grew as the night went on,
especially
when
the band
played their top two hits,
"Nakamarra" and "Breathing
Underwater." Everyone in the

with their talented musicians
The crowd was equally
vibrant which was evident
through their continuous spirii
and devotion to the band
Most seemed to have beer
following them for quite some
time, and the band attributec
their successes to the audience
The band was filled wit!
so much enthusiasm that I think
all USD students could benefit
from listening to them. The)
up-and-coming band is a great
addition to the Spotify play list
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Fourty-one years of
MATTHEW ROBERSON

SPORTS EDITOR
Over the last 40 years,
America has endured several
prominent issues and hardships,
transformed its social and
political
landscape,
and
witnessed the birth of a true
digital age. But throughout
all ^ the wars, elections, and
other current events there has
been one constant source of
lightheadedness to poke fun
at the things we spend all of
our time getting worked up
about: Saturday Night Live.
Every year since 1975, the
world has experienced a weekly
tradition, watching a group of

"Saturday

Night

a

topic

popular

comedians gather in New York
for twenty or so Saturdays
to record the iconic Saturday
Night Live. The show has been
our country's pioneer outlet for
social satire from the presidency
of Gerald Ford, throughout the
Obama administration, and

Saturday night laughs

now into the upcoming term of before reminding viewers that
one of the often-parodied 2016 her campaign headquarters are
candidates. From the initial in the hip, millennial-inhabited
scene of the Season 41 premiere, borough of Brooklyn, NY. While
which opened with longtime many are quick to point out that
cast member Taran Killam SNL has lost a huge portion of its
debuting his spot-on Donald young audience because of its late
Trump impression, it was clear night Saturday airtime, Clinton
that this would be a season seemed dead set on reaching
rife with political ridicule. the age 18-25 demographic.
Trump was certainly not
Junior
Kellen
Coelho
the only politician to earn a watched
the
show
on
reference during SNL's first
Saturday night and spoke
90 minutes of the new season. about
its
importance
Democratic front-runner Hillary among
college
students.
Clinton was honored with the
"I think it varies from
familiar impersonation from person to person rather than
Kate McKinnon. She also age group," Coelho said.
appeared in the sketch herself. "Saturday Night Live remains
Certainly recognizing the show a popular topic in pop culture."
Another obvious attempt by
as a platform to showcase her
the show to resonate with young
adults was their decision to peg
Miley Cyrus as the host of its
Live
remains all-important season premiere.
Despite being just 22 years old,
in pop culture" the Oct. 3 episode marked the
third time she had hosted the
-Kellen Coelho show. In typical fashion, Cyrus
sported several flamboyant outfits
sense of humor, Clinton threw on camera, including a dress and
shade at Donald Trump by headpiece made entirely out of
mocking his tendency to refer flowers. In the last of her two
to other candidates as losers. musical performances Cyrus was
She was also sure to moved to tears by her own song.
mention
that
McKinnon's She sat crying while playing the
character version of her was final notes of "Twinkle Song" on
emitting a cool, young vibe a piano which was topped with a

picture of her dead dog, a husky
named Floyd. While the internet
was lighting up with comments
questioning the singer's sanity, it
was oddly refreshing to see such
a powerful display of emotion
on national network television.
Coelho
believes
that

fans. It was the start of rookie
cast member Jon Rudnitsky's
career on the legendary Studio
8H stage, one that will be
remembered for Miley Cyrus
licking frosting off his face.
Among the usual laughs that
come with Weekend Update

"The show is still exceptional at the one
thing that they've been doing better than
anyone else for the last 40 years: making
fun of things that people care about."
the show is a reflection of
society. He voiced an opinion
on the polarizing singer that
many young people share.
"Saturday Night Live has
had a myriad of weird characters
host so I'm not surprised at [their
decision tochoose] Miley Cyrus,"
Coelho said. "I think she lacks the talent of most hosts and it shows
in her inclusion in the skits."
If nothing else, the return
of this historic weekend staple
will provide moments of hilarity
in times that desperately call for
it. Apart from the roasting of
presidential hopefuls, the first
installment of this SNL season
also lampooned Pope Francis,
Kim Davis, and Taylor Swift

or fake commercials, standouts
Pete Davidson and Leslie Davis
also re-introduced themselves
to America's comedic forefront.
Whether Saturday Night
Live is still on the radar of
USD students, the show is
still exceptional at the one
thing that they've been doing
better than everyone for the
last 40 years: making fun of
things that people care about.
With so much content
that will inevitably come with
the presidential jostling of
the next few months, the 41st
season of SNL is poised to be
an enjoyable view for people
young and old, on both sides
of the political spectrum.

Continue Your Education
Journey with Azusa Pacific
Occupations that require a master's degree are projected to grow the fastest over the next eight years, making graduate school a
worthwhile investment as you prepare to impact your field. Start planning now and further your career goals with a graduate degree
from Azusa Pacific University, one of the nation's top Christian universities.
fmr
fw
v 1 *•
»

Join the

4,200+

graduate students
currently advancing
their education at APU.

Choose from:

Business and Leadership
MBA, Management, Leadership, Accounting,
Organizational Psychology

Health Care
Athletic Training, Physical Therapy, Nursing

Education
Educational Leadership, School Counseling and School Psychology,
Teacher Education, Higher Education, Nursing Education
Azusa | High Desert | Inland Empire | Los Angeles
Murrieta | Orange County | San Diego | Online

Find your program today! apu.edu/programs

Helping Professions
MFT, Psychology, Social Work

AZUSA
PACIFIC
U N I V E R S I T Y
God First Since 1899
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FLUFF N' FOLD SERVICE
Located in the Blue Moon,
Coin Laundry, 5425 Linda
Vista Rd, across from the
USD West Entrance
Hours; 8am to 6pm
Call Jason for more info
(619) 431 9105

Affordable Prices;
1.50/pound
1.25/pound for military
and 5tudents
Excellent service;
In by noon, out by 5:30

Photo Courtesy of Tayler Nunez

The Changemaker Fest Block party featured an interesting mural
with student artwork on the left. #BeTheChange

USD Crossword Puzzle
ACROSS

24.

1. McDonald's family
5. USD newspaper
6. Outdoor Adventures activity
8. Apartments: San
9. Honors Society
10.

' Rosalie Hill

12. School of Engineering
13. # of Social Sororities
14. School of Leadership and

20. USD Football Division
21. Sports Pavilion
23.'Sports Conference
28. Opened in 1954
30. Off-campus food destination
31. Dining Hall
32. Heart doctor

DOWN
2. USD Affiliation
3. # of schools/colleges
4. Current USD President
7. Kardashian Alumni
11. First president of USD
15. 2008 Men's Bball upset
16. Iconic building of USD
17. USD Presidential debate
participant
18. Padres owner/USD donor
19. 1992 National Finalist'
22. 2006 Bowl Win

Buddy

25. Big Bang Alumni
26. Bullfighter
27. Street address
29. Official USD color

October Playlist: Editor's Pick
The rain is not the only thing
dropping this fall...

Sugar (ft. Francesco Yates)

All We Need (ft. Shy Girls)

Robin Schulz

ODESZA

Roses

Flashed Junk Mind

The Chainsmokers

Milky Chance

Sedona

Island

Houndmouth

Aer

All The Time

Hands of Love

Bahamas

Miley Cyrus

What Do You Mean?

Jumpman

Justin Bieber

Drake

Downtown

Weekend (ft. Miguel)

Macklemore & Ryan Lewis

Mac Miller

Shot Reverse Shot

Bridges

Jack Johnson

Broods

Blame It On Me

Wildest Dreams

George Ezra

Taylor Swift

Dark Times

Omen (ft. Sam Smith)

The Weeknd

Disclosure
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The MMenial
movement

Profile: NROTC Battalion Officer

r Rayne

Bachman as one of the executive officers in the USD ROTC Program

Sarah Brewington
NEWS EDITOR

Jamie Eddy
FEATURE EDITOR

This is my senior year,
along with about a fourth
of our student body. The
majority of seniors agree that
they feel, act, and see things
far differently than they did
their first
year on campus.
College is a growing,
learning, and listening process
that enables very fortunate
students, such as ourselves,
to adopt ideas about who
we hope to be and where
we would like to end up in
a few years. It is important
to take risks, interact in
unaccustomed environments,
and
stimulate
creativity.
We are the generation of
innovative, strong
willed,
entrepreneurial
millennials.
I find it refreshing that 30,
40, 50, something-year-olds
are turning to our age group
for novel ideas, technological

intel, and leadership roles
that
have
not * typically
gone to recent graduates.
Research
shows
that
college students are the
smartest group of individuals.
Why?
Because
we
are
well-versed
among
many
different
subjects,
foster
diverse cognitive abilities,
and are highly competitive,
unafraid to critique, challenge,
and motivate one another.
This research stood out to
me for three reasons. First, it
made me feel good. Second,
it makes you think about how
many different subjects you've
completeted
and
teachers
you've interacted with. Lastly,
it allows students to reflect
on their college experiences
and relate it on a global scale.
All the school work and
hours of studying ultimately
shapes us into hardworking,
knowledgeable human beings.
I can see a difference
among my peers and myself
this year more so than ever
before. Seniors are busier
than ever, with increased
workloads Job responsibilities ,r
and planning for what's next.
I feel confident that wherever
I end up after graduation will
turn out to be.a success, but
more importantly, the rest of
the senior student body. USD
will likely see some big things
coming out of this year's
class and I can't wait to write
about it when the time comes.

Khaki colored clothing,
black backpacks, and spotless
uniforms. While students at the
University of San Diego seem
to blend in on every other day
of the week, Wednesdays are

which make up the battalion.
Despite the responsibility,
Bachman enjoys his role.
"I love it, it's tons of
work," Bachman said. "Lots
and lots of work. I just feel so
involved and I get to make
decisions. I don't feel like I am

chance to participate in a three
summer
programs.
Called
cruises, these month long
programs differ from year to year.
Bachman described one of
his cruises where he was able

you want to go into in the Navy,"
Bachman said. "Mine was
explosive ordinance disposal,
the community that I want to get
into. Guys that diffuse bombs.
I spent a month doing that

"/ just feel so involved and I get_ to
different. The middle of the just going with the flow i get make decisions. I don't feel like I am

week,
of the student
..
i, members
i
body stand out in uniforms
that identify them as being
a part of the Reserve Officer
Training
Corps
(ROTC).
USD Js home for hundreds
of ROTC students. These
students aspire to be officers
in the army, the navy, and the
marines. Whether they are
coming from military families,
or are just trying to pay their
way through college, each
student has a different story.
Driving through Rayne,
Louisiana more than two
decades ago, the parents of
Rayne Bachman, enamored by
the unique name of the city,
chose the name of their son.
Rayne Bachman is currently
in his last semester at USD.
Corning

from

a

a say

-n tjjjngS i get a lot of
interaction with the officers."

while Bachman is the
Battalion Executive Officer, he
still participates in activities
that alf NROTC students
must partake in at USD.
From
naval
science
classes, which are required
for a naval science minor, to
"physical trainings, Bachman

.

.

.

fhings. I get a lot of interaction with the

"
"
officerS."

to shadow an enlisted member.
"On mine I went to Japan,"
Bachman said. "I spent time in
Japan and got to see Zacusca and
Tokyo. It was a great experience

family

where both his grandfather
and father served in the
United States Armed Forces,
Bachman as well aspires to
be an officer in the Navy.
Bachman is a part of
the -Navy Reserve Officers
Training Corps (NROTC) at
USD. Bachman chose the Navy
because of his love of the water.
Engaging in activities from
travel to leadership positions,
the mechanical engineering
major has experienced a
full range of opportunities
since his time at USD.
Bachman decided to come
to USD for a variety pf reasons.
"I chose USD because
both my brother and sister went
to UCSD and lived in San Diego
for that time," Bachman said.
"I also cross referenced USD
[because] it has ROTC, it has
a great engineering program,
and Lean be close to my family
in San Diego. It has the water,
and I absolutely love the water.
All those factors made it come
together. I chose this school over
UCSD because the unit is here."
USD houses the ROTC
program for colleges in San
Diego, so students who are from
PLNU, UCSD or SDSU come
to USD's campus to participate
in
the
ROTC
program.
Bachman is -the Battalion
Executive Officer for the
NROTC program at USD.
He is one of three student
representatives that oversee
the entire battalion. There are
squads, which make up platoons,
which make up companies,

Sarah Brewington/The Vista

Rayne Bachman stands proud on USD's Campus.
and many NROTC students
prepare for the Navy inside
and outside of the classroom.
These
outside
the
classroom
activities are far
different from a student's

as

well, good
training."
During his last cruise
of this past summer, the only
mandatory cruise of the three
years, he shadowed an officer,
and was able to choose which

'T have always wanted to join the
military. It is a big fulfillment in my
life that makes me feel successful and
is helping people. ,y - Rayne Bachman
typical field trip. For NROTC
students, outside the classroom
activities can range from drills
to visiting other countries.
Bachman explained that
all NROTC students have the

,

just going with the flow I get a say in

area of the navy he wanted
to observe at a closer level.
"This cruise is service
selection specific, meaning you
can choose what position you
want based on what community

- Rayne Bachman
cruise, it was amazing, it was so
much fun, I want to go back."
Bachman later discovered
that he was selected to
be
a
submarine
officer.
Despite the wait, Bachman
is
very
enthusiastic
and
grateful for' the opportunity.
Despite
the
wait,
Bachman
is
enthusiastic
about
the
opportunity.
"I'm honored to serve
in
the
elite . Submarine
force in the world's finest
military,"
Bachman
said.
While
these
NROTC
students may take simdax courses
and complete similar training,
the future beyond NROTC is
uncertain. Bachman explained
that while students can advertise
which areas of the Navy they
want, it is ultimately up to the
Navy where they are placed.
After
graduating
this
winter, Bachman will have five
required years to serve in the
Navy as a part of the contract.
The Navy pays for his tuition
and in return he serves the Navy.
"That is the most nerveracking," Bachman said. "The
next five years of my life, I
become an active duty officer."
While Bachman explained
that the next five
years
can be uncertain for some,
Bachman plans to stay in the
Navy for at least • 20 years,
and make a career out of it.
Bachman chose the military
for the potential impact that
he can make on peoples lives.
"I have always wanted
to join the military," Bachman
said. "It is a big fulfillment
in my life that makes me feel
successful and is helping people.
So I decided to join the military
because I thought that would
be the most immediate way
to do that. I went to Uganda a
couple summers ago and stayed
at an orphanage and helped
the workers. And I think that
expressed why I want to join the
military because I want.to help
people and save people's lives."
Bachman
is
looking
forward to a career in the Navy,
as well as a chance to fulfill his
passion by helping those in need.
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Letters to the Editor Policy

Mora bike paths,
sunny days, and
hands-on learning
cwsl.edu/more

The Vista strongly encourages letters
to the editor from students, faculty, staff,
administration and the community.
Correspondence should be sent to
managing@usdvista.com with the subject
line "Letter to the Editor."
" „ Submissions should be limited to 500
words and must include verifiable contact
information. Letter content is subject to
editing for clarity and style.
The Vista does not publish anonymous
letters, those addressed to a third party, or
letters in poor taste.

AAA
WE'VE FOUND
THAT INTEGRITY
IS NOT SUBJECT TO BULL AND BEAR MARKETS.

While performance can fluctuate, our disciplined, long-term
approach to investing rests on values that are immune to market
fluctuations. We're here to benefit others. And to improve the
financial well-being of millions. Just what you'd expect from
a company that's created to serve and built to perform.

Learn m o r e a b o u t w a y s w e c a n I m p r o v e your
financial h e a l t h atTIAA.org/lntegrlty

BUILTTO PERFORM.
CREATED TO SERVE.
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are surest to market and other
risk factors.
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The University of San Diego has seen many changes this year. Some of these changes include the
relocation of the Torero Store, 32 new part-time and full-time professors, updates to Tu
Mercado, and the establishment of the new Nursing building.
Many of these changes are visible, however there are a number of new advances on campus that
the majority of students, teachers, and staff still may not be aware of.

USDS

TORERO *

AS President Katie Coutermarsh and other involved students have implemented a number of
new changes regarding on-campus technological advances and outdoor activities. Over the
years, students have voiced their opinions about keeping off the lawns around campus because
of how much time and money is spent on preserving them. This year, one of Coutermarsh's goals
is to get people on the grass.
Associated Students have placed bins near Founders, Aromas Cafe, and the Vistas, filled with all
sorts of outdoor equipment. Some of these include volleyballs, soccer balls, Frisbees, and soon
to be added, slacklines.
This movement toward a more interactive and health conscious campus environment has gained
a lot of support from students, and it is clear they are enjoying it. Students have even brought
their own toys and hammocks out on the lawns, relaxing and enjoying the beautiful weather
that San Diego is known for.

I f

The USD app has been updated within the last few years, giving students the chance to view their
concise schedule, class roster, tram services, and more. As of this year, students can sign into
their USD app and access their ID, which can be scanned for campus cash or dining dollars. In
addition, students can check into campus events, such as sorority or fraternity events, concerts,

or sporting events. No more, "Oh, I forgot my ID."
One of the largest changes to campus was moving the Torero Store from Loma Hall to outside Tu
Mercado. USD expanded this area, making room for a new, high tech, interactive, store for
students, staff, and visitors. The Torero store offers 3D printing, a virtual dressing room, and a
do-it-yourself screen printer for students to make their own t-shirts and clothing designs.
Another addition within the last couple years is free Linkedln premium accounts for all seniors.
USD has provided this service for a few years, with career services encouraging seniors to take
advantage of it as they enter their final year. Linkedln premium gives students the chance to
make new connections with professionals, allows access to view everyone who has checked out
their profile, and enables the messaging component. Also, the usual cost per month for
premium is incredibly high, anywhere between $60 and $120.
Bay Area Torero Treks is a collaboration between USD and some major companies in the Bay
Area such as Adobe, Linkedln, and Williams Sonoma, offering both juniors and seniors a chance
to tour Northern California and meet with some top executives. This is a rare chance for
soon-to-be-graduates to explore diverse employment options and get to know the Bay Area
atmosphere. There is limited space so register quickly for one or both of the Treks, which will
take place on October 23rd.
Although we've only been in school for six weeks, the USD campus has seen numerous changes
this year. There will continue to be more changes throughout the year, so look'out for student
emails and posters around campus for updates.
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orero Store

Design Courtesy of Nora Brewington/The Vista
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Google Cars:
Safe or Not?

DIEGO LUNA
BUSINESS EDITOR

@diegotothemoon

ASST. BUSINESS EDITOR
HENLEY DOHERTY

@diegotothemoon

@ralphlaurhen

Innovations in 3D printing

Advancements with the technology provide students unique job opportunities
HENLEY DOHERTY
ASST. BUSINESS EDITOR

@ralphlaurhen
Google wants to make
their self-driving cars drive
like humans. While I applaud
Google for their innovation, as a
commuter student, it makes me
wonder if this new feature is safe?
Intuitively:
it
doesn't
appear to be a safe idea. Some
drivers are easily distracted
as. is, so why would you try
to
mimic
human
drivers?
Google's driverless car has
driven over one million miles
and had a total of 16 accidents.
Google claims that the only
time the Google car has been at
fault for an accident was when
a human was driving the car.
Senior
Eric
Dunham
is
an
information
science
major. He agrees that artificial'
intelligence belongs in the future.
"Artificial Intelligence is the
future of cars, this A.I. technology
is being implemented in hospitals
and many other places," Dunham
said. "Google should keep
banking on the fact that it's a safe
car, not that they're making'cars
mimic Human driving habits."
What exactly are these
human-like habits that Google
is implementing on their cars?
A new algorithm allows the car
to maneuver around parked cars,
cross double-yellow lines, make
turns closer to curbs, and cut
corners earlier than ever before.
I'm wondering if these new
features will aid Google's attempt
in entering the automobile
industry, or if it will hurt it.
Google's cars were meant to
be timid and careful vehicles.
Google designed the cars to
detect driving anomalies much
before the average human.
Although I agree that
we need a safe and reliable
way to commute, I am of two
minds. First, Google is trying to
advance the driving experience
by making driverless cars using
artificial intelligence. On the
other hand, I believe Google is
not advancing because they're
trying to humanize the artificial
intelligence it sounds like Google
is instead taking a step backwards.
1 commute from Sorrento
Valley every day and I have
concerns
about
this
issue.
People are far from being
perfect drivers, and even if they
were, it's impossible to control
other people's driving habits.
I'm not saying that I'm a
better driver than the Google
car. "However, I am saying that
many of us commuters and
drivers in general are concerned
that driverless cars will be just
as reckless as human drivers.
I think Google should just
keep their car as safe as possible
and not so abrupt and intrusive.
Google should make sure their car
does not reflect all the qualities
of the imperfect human driver.
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3D printing is a cuttingedge technology that is being
used by an increasing number of
businesses and engineering firms,
and even here on University of
San Diego's campus at the ShileyMarcos School of Engineering.

quickly and at very low cost to
developers by using 3D printing
technology. They can also allow
for leftover and unused building
materials to be recycled into
new building projects, helping
to eliminate 'construction waste.
Students in
the
USD
engineering program have the
unique opportunity to be able to
try out 3D printing themselves.

"[3D printing] has contributed to my learning
as an engineer student because I was able
to work hands-on with the printer before I
— Gezelle Keller"
move on in my career
In recent years, businesses
have been using 3D printers
for the creation of goods
rangfhg from prosthetics to
guitars, wheelchair ramps, and
even food. There are now 3D
printers that are large enough to
construct buildings and houses.
According to the Huffington
Post, an engineering firm
in
China was recently able to build
10 full-size houses in a single
day, all with a 3D printer. The
houses only cost about $5,000
each to construct and were
made from recycled waste
from past construction projects.
The company hopes to be
able to use such giant printers
to one day build skyscrapers.
As demonstrated by this
construction project, buildings
and houses can
be built

Senior Gezelle Keller is studying
to become a mechanical engineer
and has used a 3D printer in class.
"As
a
mechanical
engineering student, we are
required to take Manufacturing
Processes lab," Keller said.
"In this lab we designed a pen
holder in CAD and then 3D
printed it! It took a few hours to
print. I think it has contributed
to my learning as an engineer
student because I was able to
work hands-on with "the printer
before I move on into my career."
Based on her experiences
using 3D printing at USD,
Keller understands the value
that these printers can bring to
businesses and engineering firms.
"I think 3D printing allows
firms to design things they were
not able to do before," Keller

said. You can design anything
and 3D print it. It allows firms
to create products in a quicker
way. They can also use the printer
to mass manufacture products
instead of hiring someone that
has to manufacture each product
by hand. It is more efficient."
Senior "and engineering
student Khaled Alaskar has
also
been
provided - with
the opportunity to use 3D
printing _ technology at USD.
"I was developing a
product during the summer
that's related to the athletic
market," Alaskar said. "1 had a
Prototype design in my computer
in a CAD file format, and since
I needed a physical prototype
I used the school 3D printer. I
just had to convert the file into a

from 3D printing skyscrapers;
however, in the future it will
create new types Of engineering
jobs, from designing a building
in the computer, to choosing the
right recycling material for the
building to withstand big loads."
The advancements of 3D
printing are continuing to open
up the career possibilities for
future graduates of the ShileyMarcos School of Engineering,
as well as of the architecture
program at USD with the
innovations that this technology
is bringing to building design.
Current
engineering
students
have
a
unique
opportunity to prepare for their
potential careers ahead with
being able to use 3D printing on

"In the future it will create new types of
— Khaled Alaskar"
engineering jobs"
format that the printer software
can read. After converting, the
printer did the rest. It took about
18 hours to print the prototype
which was about six inches
long and four inches wide."
Alaskar also explained
how
3D
printing
will
affect . the job outlook for
the field
of
engineering.
• "3D printing is relatively
new technology that is in the
process of development," said
Alaskar. "1 think we're still far'

campus, and may even have a
competitive advantage over other
graduates with the opportunity to
gain such hands-on experience.
This new and developing
technology is shaping engineer
career fields
as it allows
for firms

to

revolutionize

the way that _ products and
materials are manufactured.
3D printing may even
completely reform the way
that houses and buildings are
constructed in the nea#* future.

The costs of missing class

were to see the numbers and is worth other than if you divide
tangible costs behind each class, by the tuition," Williams said.'
While the monetary value of
maybe some of us would rethink
tuition
is considered a sunk cost,
sleeping though our next 8 a.m.
How long would it take
USD prides itself on its or a payment that has already been
a student working on campus ability to foster a close community incuned, there are other costs
with an average wage of $10 of students and faculty to enhance associated with missing a class.
per hour to make enough the learning process. With a 14.8 The cost of shared information
money to pay for a three-hour to 1 student-to-faculty ratio is the price of the discussions
lecture that meets once a week? and an average class size of 22, and collective interactions that
You might be surprised accessibility to professors is take place during a class period.
to find out that the answer is a often listed as a key ingredient With many classes at USD
whopping28 hours. Missingaclass to the success of the student. being interactive or discussioncould cost you as much as $282.
The USD website offers based, this shared information
Annual tuition at the pertinent information, which is
invaluable
to
students.
University of San Diego is can be found on the USD
In an age of instant
$42,330 for full time students undergraduate
admissions information accessible through
not -receiving scholarship. By page, regarding the student the Internet, professors' notes can
breaking this number down expenses and the instructional often be found online after the
into
semester
and
course benefit of small class sizes. lecture. The ability to access this
equivalences, students are paying
Although 72 percent of information has given students
$4,230 per three-credit course. undergraduate students at USD another excuse to miss class.
Courses meet either 15, 30, or 45 are receiving financial aid and
However, many professors have
times per semester depending on 68 percent are receiving grants organized slides as the platform
the amount of weekly meetings- or scholarships, the magnitude of of their lecture. Through class
Each class session has the tuition the dollar amount or information dialogue, the direction of the
equivalence of $94 for a course retained from attending each class 'discussion is interpreted on a more
that meets three times a week, is still startling. One cost that intimate level. When students are
$141 for a class that meets is not often substantial enough left to translate professors' notes
twice a week, and $282 for a to reasonably excuse a student on their own, the information
class that meets once a week. from class is the opportunity cost. may
be
misunderstood
or
A college education is one of
Mike
Williams,
a remain unclear. The information
the most valuable and rewarding political science professor and and time relinquished from
investments in a person's life. director of the Changemaker absence is irreplaceable in a
Many students are unaware of the Hub, shares his views on the student's
college
education.
numerous costs that aje associated importance of attending chiSs.
Williams also explained
with university life, including
"It's hard to measure the the relationship he has noticed
attending class. If students actual dollar cost of whateach cl ass between
attending
class

DAVID FOX
BUSINESS CONTRIBUTOR

and

academic
performance.
"In
terms
of
student
learning, my experience has
been that. there is definitely a
correlation between students who
miss class and the grade they earn
in the class," Williams said. "I
think why this happens inmost
faculty come into a class with
their lecture notes or PowerPoint
information... but as they start
the discussion, lectures start to
take on a life of their own...
and it is those rich discussions
that makes USD a unique and
special learning environment."
Williams'
quote ' about
USD students" missing class
directly relates to a line
from the poet Minx Boren.
"Show up because you can
because life has come knocking
and you are there to answer
now not when or then but in
the immediate potency of the
call," stated Boren in a poem.
We all have an obligation
to ourselves to answer the call
and promote the advancement
of our own lives by becoming
more informed about the world
around us by attending class.
Class is costly and we all
can learn from the insight of
Minx Boren and professors such
as Williams who understand the
long term benefits that are fostered
by our short term decisions.
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Big brews; big flavors, big business

DIEGO LUNA
BUSINESS EDITOR

@diegotothemoon

Many food aritics seem
to think that San Diego is
the ultimate beer destination.
However, some students at
University of San Diego have
mixed emotions about the rising
popularity of craft breweries.
The craft beer scene in
San Diego is by far the largest
in the western United States. In
fact, Men's Journal has dubbed
San Diego as the top beer town
in America. With over 100 craft
breweries in the greater San
Diego county, it's no wonder
Men's Journal agrees that the
brewers are the reason San
Diego continues to the most
innovative beer town in America.
Every
Tuesday
of
September there was a Barley and
Hops event hosted by O'Tooles,
USD's on-campus restaurant.
This free event featured local
San Diego breweries such as
Stone Brewery and Ballast
Point Brewery, with locations
from Escondido to Little Italy.,
The
featured
brewery
would sample their beers and
pair them
with O'Tooles'
appetizers.
The
breweries
provided colorful brochures with
a handful of information about
their featured beers that would
thrill the palate of any craft
beer aficionado. [Note.Students

born. Sculpin IPA now accounts
for 70 percent of Ballast
Point's total sales and has won
over 25 awards worldwide.
As a result, Doug's dream
came true. Ballast Point was
able to diversify and O'Tooles

to find great tasting beer. Dobson
is a fan of Ballast Point beer and
says he's thrilled that they're
now available at O'Tooles.
"I've been to Portland
and my dad's hometown of
Milwaukee, both are brewing

"If you want to do something different,
whatever it might be, -be sure to master your
Doug Duffield
craft."
now carries two Ballast Point
beers,
the
award-winning
Sculpin IPA available in cans
and the Longfin Lager on draft.
As the lead specialty
brewer for Ballast Point, Duffield
went on to share his advice for
students on completing goals,
including how to inspire others,
and making yourself stand
out in a competitive market.
"Now in San Diego craft

machines," Dobson said. "But
only in San Diego you'll find
the wackiest but most delicious
beers. I've had beers that range
from ice cream ales all the way
to organic acai berry wheat ales."
Dobson
believes
USD
does a great job at supporting
local
establishments.
"I think it's great - that
O'Tooles carries local craft beer;
it shows USD's support to the

Diego beer in any supermarket
makes it lose its exclusivity."
Boston native Christopher
Musco and Travis Wolfe are
restaurant visionaries for one
of San Diego's premier hotels.
Musco, Wolfe, and company
have used the San Diego brewing
industry to directly contribute
to the community. They've
created a unique honeycomb
harvest honey cream ale that
is exclusive to San Diegans.
"I've been working in the
food and beverage industry for

plans to apply to USD's MBA
program for entrepreneurship
in
the
upcoming
year.
"This is a project rooted
in low cost mutually beneficial,
partnership, urban beekeeping,
and recolonization to reduce our
carbon footprint," Wolfe said.
"USD is highly regarded as a
top school for entrepreneurship,
I'd love to continue to. a person
of impact within the USD
community as well as establishing
the
world class education
that this university offers."

"Only in San Diego you'll find the wackiest
but most delicious beers. I've had beers that
range from ice cream ales all the way to
organic acai berry wheat ales." -Mark Dobson
some time now and I believe San
Diego is doing everything right in
the brewing industry," Musco said.

USD's full time MBA
program
offers
connections
to
industry
professionals*

are always asked for a valid

ID upon entering O'Tooles.]
Doug Duffield, the creator
of Ballast Point Sculpin 1PA, was
in attendance at O'Tooles on Sep.
29. When asked about the Ballast
Point brewing culture, Doug
Duffield asserted their presence
in the San Diego community.
Ballast Point has locations all
throughout San Diego county,
from laboratories specializing
in research and development
to enormous tasting rooms
with over 40 different beers.
"It's great that our beer is
now available here at USD,"
Duffield said. "I created Sculpin
IPA [India Pale Ale] as a testament
to creativity. When Ballast Point
started in 1996 you only had a
choice of three beers: Miller,
Coors, or Bud, [so] we wanted
to create something different."
Thus the Sculpin was

Diego Luna/The Vista

Ballast Point home brew mart and tasting room on Linda Vista Rd.
"Back in Boston, the craft beer
beer is everywhere, but we were local community," Dobson said.
has simply not been as innovative
However, senior Jonathan
able to differ because we've been
as San Diego, our local craft
on the market longer than most Garcia does not agree that
beer in Boston is now the local
breweries," Duffield said. "If you the craft beer scene is as
mainstream beer for the world.
want to do something different, glorious as many think it is,
whatever it might be, be sure to
master your craft. In my case, I
"Craft beer in San Diego is gaining too much
believe the art of brewing is the
act of mastering my own craft." publicity, It's simply losing it's charm.The fact that
The Brewers Association
you can find San Diego beer in any supermarket
of America has recognized
Ballast Point Brewery as one makes it lose its exclusivity." -Jonathan Garcia
of the leading craft breweries
in United States. The brewing
Travis
Wolfe
is
the
"Craft
beer
in
San
industry in San Diego yields
mastermind behind the honey
over $300 million in revenue Diego is gaining too much
cream ale. He-explains his interest
for
the
tourism
industry. publicity," Garcia said ."It's
in
community
involvement
simply
losing
it's
charm.
The
Senior Mark Dobson agrees
and
local
sustainability.
Wolfe
fact
that
you
can
find
San
that San Diego is the best place

such

as
brewing industry.
Companies such as Ballast
Point and
Stone Brewing
company are actively involved
in USD's academics. Many of
their staff, executive team, and
brewers come to USD as guest
speakers and give a real world
insight for many entrepreneurs.
It's
not
clear
what
the future for San Diego's
brewing
culture
will
be.
However, the truth is that
USD has shown support for
local businesses, whether it be
carrying Ballast Point products at
O'Tooles or selling local goods at
Tu Mercado. Rest assured, USD
has goods for all ages. Cheers!
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Words of affirmation

I'm one of the worst at
accepting words of affirmation.
When someone I love and
deeply care about greets me with
any sort of compliment, I am
instantly in dismay and unbelief.
For some reason, I can't find it in
me to accept it as an expression of
love and genuine affirmation.
I insist to my friends, family,
and loved ones that any kind word
sent my way is unwarranted, that
1 am unworthy and undeserving.
That hairstyle you complimented, I
just about gave up on this morning
because I was going to be late, and
it wouldn't cooperate. That outfit
you loved, I was hoping no one
would "notice I wore it last week
with different shoes. Yes, like
the effortlessly beautiful Lizzie
McGuire, I am an outfit repeater.
Believing I'm loved and
affirmed is another story, one
infused with the seemingly
antithetical siblings of confidence
and humility. If you know you
look good, you're too abrasively
confident and lacking in humility.
If-you can't seem to be appreciative
of compliments, you're lacking in
confidence and too humble. These
two don't have to be at odds; they
can coexist. Humility, at its core, is
about knowing, who and what you
are. Confidence is about believing
in who and what you are.
When we receive kind words
of affirmation, we must not write
them off as unsuitable for the
broken, imperfect you. It's baffling
to accept a compliment when you
aren't feeling it. Add some grace to
it, and it seems more manageable.
We are all worth so much more
than we give ourselves credit for.
This journey of life we all
share is messy and chaotic, but it's
also one with great joy. Whefi our
lives reflect the brokenness many
of us know far too well, we get
swept up in a pervasive, negative
self-concept. We cannot possibly
be attractive enough, put together
enough, or confident enough to
own our flaws and imperfections
for what they are, a holistic beauty.
In a world where we
constantly gossip -about other
people's dirty laundry, focus on the
negative, and reject any nicety that
comes our way, dare to be different.
Boldly accept a compliment with
grace and humility. Don't forget
how amazing and worthy you are.
You can't possibly love sofTleone
else until you can profoundly love
how wonderful you are as you are.
When we learn to accept
words of affirmation with humility,
we leave room for a whole lot of
grace. This is a daily struggle for
me too, but I'm a work in progress.
We all are. Give yourself some
credit. As the psalmist said in
Psalm 139, we are. all "fearfully
and wonderfully made." God
doesn't make mistakes.
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Brace yourself: midterms are coming
Helpful hints for an overwhelming exam season

GIANNA CARAVETTA
OPINION EDITOR

OCTOBER 8,2015
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@allisonmcinnis_
Midterm season is upon
many of us, or for some lucky
ones, already finished. You may
be thinking that it's the end of the
world.
University of San Diego
students have all had that week
in college: four midterms, two
papers, a pile of homework and
the only thing you can think
about? Taking a nap.
It
can
be
extremely
intimidating, and, at least for me,
it usually ends in a stressful bout
of tears. Luckily, there are things
you can do to stop the tears and
begin the productivity. Trust me,
Netflix will be there after your
midterm.

1. Set up a daily study
schedule.

New York University showed
that sleeping develops new
connections between neurons
formed when memories from the
day are replayed during sleep.
If you can't catch some
shut-eye, the next best alternative
is something that every college
student already knows about:
caffeine. I know I don't have to
tell you how much a cup of coffee
can help after a long night of
studying, but there are scientific
reasons why it helps. Johns
Hopkins University conducted
a study in which they found that
200 milligrams of caffeine (about
two 8 ounce cups) boosts memory
for up to 24 hours. Chewing gum
has also been proved to help
memory, as long as you chew the
same gum while studying that
you do during the exam.

3. Get help if you need it:

It's easy to get distracted join a study group or ask for
when there's so much to do and help.
you feel overwhelmed. Divide
If you've read the notes,
and conquer. Plan out your study read the book, and you're still
times with as many subjects as confused, there are more places to
you need and take a five minute go. YouTube is a great source of
break every 30 minutes. Breaks informational videos. For math or
might seem useless when you .science classes, check out Khan
have 47 more pages to read, but Academy. They can usually clear
if you don't take some time to up a cloudy area of the subject
relax, you won't retain as much for you. Also, try emailing the
and might actually go crazy.
professor. They are usually really
Although it may be hard, understanding, especially the
avoid technology during those days leading up to an exam, and
small breaks. A harmless short may be willing to help.
Facebook check can easily turn
Another option is to join a
into stalking your ex-boyfriend's study group. Your peers around
sister's roommate for 45 minutes. you can hold you accountable for
Instead, take a walk or do your study time, and hel ping others
some stretches. Get your blood has proved to be an extremely
pumping before jumping back effective way of studying. It is
into the books.
basically reinforcing what you
2. Make sure you're already knew. Plus, sometimes all
getting some sleep.
you need is a change of scenery.
I know that sleep can be hard If you get restless in one place,
to get during midterm season, move to a new spot. Maybe
but it is important for your body working outside in the sun can
and for your sanity. A study from help improve your mood and,

therefore, your focus.
Try to fintl some awesome
and useful study techniques that
work for you. Create a playlist that
gets you in the studying mood.
I've had friends who only listen
to Andy Grammer while studying
and when they hear his music,
they feel motivated to study. You
can use notecards to memorize all
of the vocabulary. If you need to,
write everything out. It may seem
time consuming and a bit tedious,
but evidence shows that writing it
out helps you to memorize and to
retain the information.
An important part of the
studying process is to remain

calm. Even if it's the night before
the test, and you still feel like you
know nothing, don't stress to the
point of delirium. Of course, try
not to wait until then to get started
studying. If negative thoughts
pop into your head, immediately
replace them with positive and
affirmative ones. Instead of
stressing and cramming, skim
the book the night before or the
morning of the exam.
When you feel like midterms
are more than you can handle,
take some deep breaths. Remind
yourself it's just a test. It won't be
the end of the world either way,
so just try your best.

Oregon community college campus shooter kills Christians
USD discusses campus shooting and its implications for Christians today
JULIE LAI
CONTRIBUTOR

and

These aren't the saints that lived
hundreds of years ago. These
students aren't the martyrs we

shot in the back during the
UCC shooting, described to her
parents what had happened in the

GIANNA CARAVETTA
OPINION EDITOR

@giannacara
"Are you a Christian?"
This is the question a
shooter reportedly asked to a
classroom of college students at
Umpqua Community College
(UCC)
in
Roseburg, Ore.
They were college students,
just like the students here at the
University of San Diego. This
was in America, a place where
we consider ourselves proud and
honored to have our freedom
fought-for and protected daily.

"Being a Christian in this broken, tumultuous
world is not a walk in the park. It is countercultural
and fearless, as these students were. It often means
being comfortable with the uncomfortable,
grueling, and messy parts of our lives."
seem to have forgotten about
that were thousands of miles
away from us in the Middle
East,
killed
because
they
were professing faith in God.
They were college students.
One student who was

classroom that day. According to
her eyewitness testimony, relayed
by her father to the media, the
shooter asked each of the students
to stand up if they were Christian.
He said that if they were a
Christian, then they would see

God in about a second. He then
proceeded to shoot and kill each
student who stood up, one by one.
An
unnamed
student
inside the classroom sent a
text message explaining the
situation to a publisher of
the Roseburg Beacon News.
"The shooter was lining
people up and asking if they
were Christians," the message
said. "If they said 'yes,' then
they were shot in the head. If
they said 'no' or didn't answer,
they were shot in the leg."
According to the Douglas
County sheriff's office, 10 people
were killed and seven others

See CHRISTIANS, Page 13
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lYeslmAChristian buzzes on social media after shooting
USD students reflect on what their Christian faith means to them

CHRISTIANS continued
from Page 12
were wounded in the shooting.
Immediately
after
this
horrific event occurred, the
hashtag
#YesImAChristian
swarmed all over social media.
Christians, inspired by the
heroism of these students, took
to their social media pages and
proclaimed that they too would
have said yes to the shooter.
Current
2016
presidential
candidate, Ben Carson, posted
a picture of himself and the
hashtag. Actress and newest
co-host of The View, Candace
Cameron Bure, shared the
hashtag and changed her profile
picture both to show support
for the lives taken too soon
and to boldly profess her faith.
It seems as though, in
this world of seeming religious
intolerance, many of us may very
well find ourselves in situations
where we have to boldly defend
our faith with possibly violent
consequences.
Yet
many,
including those who posted
the hashtag, still seem unsure
about answering that question.
Being a Christian in this
broken, tumultuous world is
not a walk in the park. It is
countercultural and fearless,
as these students were. It often

means being comfortable with
the uncomfortable, grueling, and
messy parts of our lives. Being a
martyr is not a one time choice. It
is a series of daily choices to trust
in God. It is a practice to grow in
confidence, as these students did.
For those of us Christians,
if that time ever comes in any of
our lives, I pray we would be just
as courageous and as holy as the
students from UCC. I pray that we
live lives mastering what it means
to be a martyr. Because those
students, if they were willing to
stand up in that situation, must,
have lived a life practicing what
it means to die to themselves.
In our own lives at USD,
it seems that many of us wrestle
with questions about how to live
virtuous lives, lives that point
back to our faith in God. Knowing
that we live in a country where
we are supposedly free to practice
our own religions without fear
of violence or death, it isn't
always easy for us to accept these
threats to our religious freedoms.
USD sophomore Carlo
Degrassi
stated
that
he
believes the key to living in
this way of virtue comes from
having profound joy within.
"Stomaching these actions
doesn't mean to not be frustrated,"
Degrassi said. "To really stomach
something you need joy. It's

greater than happiness, it's seeing
God. Though it's hard, we see
God in the perseverance. We see
Him in the Eucharist, in those
around us. It's easy to look at the
bad, but it's better to look at the
good. It's important to recognize
that things need to be changed. It's
okay that things [like this campus,
shooting] bother us, but we must
allow it to lead our actions."
Similar to Degrassi, I
find myself contemplating the
preciousness of life. I wonder
how I might contribute to
actively living joy out and
making a difference in this world.
These thoughts kept me
up until 3 a.m. the night of the
shooting. I was forced to reflect
on the fact that there are people
my age who are willing to literally
die for their faith, yet I'm here, in
the safety of my comfortability,
living a seemingly mediocre faith
life. We so often fall into this trap
of comparing ourselves to others
around us instead of comparing
ourselves to the saints, the
martyrs, and now these students.
As human beings living our
lives to their fullest potentials,
we are all called to be bold, to
be daring. Never tremble in
standing for what you believe
in, even if it means losing your
life. As the prayer that religious
leaders
used
before
every
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Presidential candidate Ben Carson shares his support.
meeting of the Second Vatican
Council reminds us, live a life
that tempers justice with love.
As a community, let us
all pray and reflect deeply on
the lives that were taken. Pray
for their families, friends, and
the Umpqua community. Pray
for all those injured and those

who had to witness such horrific
acts of murder. Pray for the
shooter and all those who feel
as angry or unloved as he did.
And for us believers of
the Christian faith, let us pray
for a boldness of faith like
those students who answered
the question by saying, * 'yes.'

Don't miss the largest Torero tradition of the year! Take part in Spirit Week and all the fun.
Current students will be admitted to the tailgate and football game with a valid Torero ID. Lunch is included. Register online.

Big Blue Bash
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Festival

Toreros Got
Talent

Tailgate
Picnic arid
Football
Game

Homecoming
and Family
Mass

CT.8BER 16-18
SPIRIT. TRADITION. TOREROS.
Register online now for the 2015 University of San Diego Homecoming and Family Weekend.

www*sandiego.edu/hfw

The views expressed in the Opinion section are not necessarily those of The Vista staff, the University of San Diego, or its student body.
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Anyone but St. Louis

MLB Postseason Predictions

n

Blue Jays and Cubs make long-awaited returns to the posteason

MATTHEW ROBERSON
SPORTS EDITOR

@mroberson22
This year's field of National
League playoff teams consisted
of four relatively young, exciting,
championship-starved
teams.
. The New York Mets turned their
rotation of baby-faced starting
pitchers, and a flurry of trades,
into their first division title since
2006. The Pittsburgh Pirates
relied on the best outfield in the
MLB and a deep pitching rotation
to earn their third Wild Card berth
in as many years.
The
Chicago
Cubs
seemingly employ a roster of
children, led by 26 year-old
Anthony Rizzo and former USD
third baseman Kris Bryant, which
was combined with the wisdom of
manager Joe Maddon to equal a
rare Cubs postseason appearance.
On the west coast, the Los
Angeles Dodgers parlayed the
dominance of pitchers Clayton
Kershaw and Zack Greinke with
timely hitting to capture a third
straight NL West banner. Then,
there's the St. Louis Cardinals.
If the four other teams are
a collection of youthful players
celebrating their remarkable
success, the Cardinals are the
parents racing home to break up
the party. The four teams that
qualified for the NL playoffs
besides the Cardinals have
participated in a total of one
World Series since 2000. In that
same span, St. Louis has reached
four World Series and brought
home the trophy after two of
them. They also have eleven
championships since 1926, while
their biggest rival in Chicago has
a whopping zero.
While I certainly don't hate
the St. Louis Cardinals, I don't
get nearly as much pleasure
watching them win as I do when
a plucky little underdog makes
a run deep into October. Maybe
it's their no-nonsense Cardinal
Way of playing baseball, steeped
in Midwestern values and holierthan-thou attitudes, which makes
them so easy to root against.
Perhaps it's their lack of a truly
incendiary superstar cut from
the Yoenis Cespedes or Andrew
McCutchen cloth. But the real
reason for my Cardinals disdain
probably comes from the simple
fact that they always win.
Rooting for the St. Louis
Cardinals to win is like rooting
for the sun to come up. It's an
inevitable occurrence that serves
more as a confirmation that life
is still happening than anything
else. But when that day comes
that the sun stops rising, or the
Cardinals finally wind up in last
place, it will change the world of
sports as we know it altogether.

MATT ROBINSON
CONTRIBUTOR

All predictions were made on
October 4, before the Wild Card
games
October means the end of
another disappointing Padres
season for San Diegans, but
baseball fans can still rejoice
because playoff baseball is finally
here.
At this point in the season,
the argument over advanced
statistics versus the eye test is
irrelevant. The chance for a
prospect to breakout is long gone.
All that matters is which team can
perform in the clutch and step up
to the occasion.
That's what makes October
baseball so great. Any one team's
offense can heat up, or a single
pitcher can carry an organization
to the end. Throw team salaries
and regular season records out the
window because truly anything
can happen.
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National League
A year dominated by the
Central division will come to
an explosive conclusion in the
playoffs. It starts as the Cubs and
Pirates are set to play the winner
take all NL Wild Card game on
Wednesday in Pittsburgh.
The
probable
pitching
matchup of Jake Arrieta (CHC)
against Gerrit Cole (PIT) on the
mound has me all sorts of excited.
Two of the top pitchers in the
NL battling against each other
in a one game playoff should
be mandatory to watch for any
sports fan.
As for the outcome, it's a
tossup, but in my mind it would
be hard to bet against a pitcher at
the height of his powers as Arrieta
is. He posted a 0.75 earned run
average (ERA) in his 15 starts
after the All-Star Break.
For a casual fan, that stat
might not jump out as much as it
should.
A 0.75 ERA marks the
lowest second half ERA in the
entire ^history of Major League
Baseball. That is the kind of stat
that gives me confidence in the
Cubs, no matter how terrible of a
playoff history they have.
The winner of that game
continues on to play another
divisional rival, the St. Louis
Cardinals, in a best-of-five series.
Being perennial contenders, the
Cardinals are always a tough out
in October and this year should be
no different.
Expect a fierce
battle
between
whoever
survives
the Wild Card game and the
dominant, yet somehow under the
radar, Cardinals.
This Central division has
been competitive and entertaining
throughout the year, and it can
only get better from here on out.
That level of competition

Note: Teams in bold represent predicted World Series champions.
is why 1 think whoever comes the sorrows of suffering Cubs
out of this Divisional round will fans.
represent the National League in
the World Series.
American League
On the top of the bracket, the
New York Mets, the surprise team
It took until the last day
of the year, will face off against of the season to lock in the AL
the struggling Los Angeles bracket, one that probably no one
Dodgers. Struggling is putting it could have guessed entering the
lightly.
2015 season.
The Dodgers have limped
The AL West gave us a little
across the finish line against a warm up to postseason drama,
weak schedule, and even suffered but, in the end, the Houston
two different four game losing Astros kept themselves from
streaks during the month of choking away the final playoff
September.
spot. They will face off against
A personal disdain and a another struggling team in the
lineup with glaring holes has me New York Yankees in the Wild
skeptical about the Dodgers, but a Card game on Tuesday.
hot duo of Kershaw and Greinke
In my mind it doesn't
could easily equal two wins to matter who prevails in that game
start the series.
because the Kansas City Royals
Top tier pitching and a will be waiting, primed to redeem
reinvigorated lineup with the themselves after last year's World
midseason addition of Yoenis Series heartbreak.
Cespedes, driving in 44 runs in
There is not enough pitching
his 56 games in a NYM uniform, on either the Astros or Yankees to
makes the Mets a dangerous team. beat the Royals in a five game
It is the most complete team series. Both teams have showed
the Mets have fielded in recent their power this year, ranking
memory and they are looking to second and fourth respectively
capitalize.
in the MLB in home runs, but I
With all that said, my don't think it is enough to hide the
National League Championship holes in each pitching rotation.
Series prediction is Cubs over
The
experience
and
Mets in six games. I am banking consistent bats of the Royals
on the young, powerful bats of should be enough to get them past
Rizzo, Bryant, Schwarber, and the first round.
the rest of the Cubs to come alive
The Toronto Blue Jays have,
and entertain us into October.
taken America's pastime up north
If only my prediction meant this year, boasting the best home
something and was able to heal record in the AL. Ever since

ripping off 14 wins in 15 games
in the middle of the summer, the
Blue Jays haven't looked back.
Aided by the key midseason
additions of pitcher David Price
and shortstop Troy Tulowitzki,
Toronto is a popular pick to take
home their first World Series
since 1993.
The Rangers, a team that
was looking to rebuild in the
beginning of the year, fought
their way into the playoffs.
Unfortunately for Texas fans,
they are overpowered at almost
every position in a matchup
against Toronto.
The AL appears to be on a
crash course for a Royals versus
Blue Jays championship series.
I'm on the Blue Jays bandwagon
and have them advancing to the
World Series over the Royals in a
quick five games.
The Blue Jays versus the
Cubs in a World Series? I think
that's something every fan
without a rooting interest should
be hoping to materialize.
The
energy
around
a
potential
historic
Cubs
postseason run combined with
an exiting Blue Jay team with an
entire country behind them would
provide quite the postseason
experience for baseball fans.
Well, however it ends up
going, playoff baseball never
fails to entertain. Sit back, and
enjoy October. At the very least it
will help you forget about another
dismal Padres season.
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Basketball season officially underway
The 2015-16 season begins with the team s first official practice
MATTHEW ROBERSON

comes with returning to the
Linda Vista area. Not only is he
returning to his alma mater, but
this will also serve as Smith's
The end of September first stint as a head coach. While
serves as a benchmark for college he was only hired five months
students. For first year students, ago, Smith has already seen
it signifies the- end of their his vision start to take shape.
first month away from home.
"There has been great
It can be a chilling reminder attention to detail [at practice],"
of both how long you've been Smith said. "The attitude here has
on your own, as well as how been outstanding. Every single
much longer you have to go. day we are trying to get better."
When September comes to its
This year's team will face
conclusion, students also usually an uphill battle, as the WCC
see an increase in their workload. continues to improve -from top
Gone are the days of showing up to bottom, and the two best
to class, going over a syllabus players from last year's team
and leaving. With midterm have graduated. When the season
exams being administered -and tips off on Nov. 7, fans will not
essays being assigned, it can be cheering for former guards
feel as though the semester truly Johnny Dee and Christopher
begins when September ends. Anderson. Instead, this year's
For the University of San backcourt will likely feature a
Diego men's basketball team, the heavy dose of sophomore guards
tidal wave of academia must be Vasa Pusica and Marcus Harris.
balanced with the start of their Along with those two, who each
Photos Courtesy of USD Men's Basketball/Twitter
season. The first official practice played in every game for the The basketball team lines up for sprints in a practice held at the Jenny Craig Pavilion on Oct. 2.
of the 2015-16 season was held Toreros last year, the roster also in their senior seasons of high The first
freshman class of
30-1
record
on the morning of Oct. 2, which contains familiar faces lfke senior school basketball. Coming from Smith's head coaching career during
his
senior
year.
could be seen as a new dawn for center Jito Kok, senior guard Duda the crazed environment of high come to him from different
This should be an exciting
the entire basketball program. Sanadze, and junior forwards school sports in Texas, their head regions of the country. Floresca season for the Toreros in terms of
That practice was the first
Brett Bailey and Brandon Perry. coach believes that the boys will finds himself in San Diego player development. With a huge
one conducted by new head
However, there are several be well-adjusted to the style of after a stellar high school part of last year's offense now
coach Lamont Smith,-a USD newcomers to the program who play they will face in college. career in Webster Groves, MO. gone, players will have to step up
graduate who spent the last two will likely be asked to play
"All of the freshmen
He stands at 6 foot 8 to fill the scoring void created by
years as an assistant coach for big minutes at the Jenny Craig have transitioned well," Smith inches tall, weighs in at 230 Dee and Anderson's departures.
the New Mexico Lobos. He is Pavilion. During the recruiting said. "The freshmen, as well pounds, and will compete This next month of practice
very familiar with the West Coast process, USD was able to as everyone on the team, for playing time at the power leading up to the season will be
Conference, both from his time as poach four standout high school have* gotten stronger from our forward position this winter. crucial in determining player
a player for the Toreros and from guards from the state of Texas. summer workout program and
Oshita
is
the
only roles and substitution rotations.
his time as assistant coach for
Tyler Williams, Olin Carter these early days of practice." California kid from the high But as Smith noted, the main goal
the St. Mary's College Gaels and- III, Hunter Summy, and Ryan
In addition to the freshmen school class of 2015 to choose for his team right now is to simply
Santa Clara University Broncos. Woolridge arrived on campus foursome from Texas, the squad USD. He is a product of Bishop get better every single day.If they
Smith has been
very this summer after averaging has also added forwards Alex Montgomery High School in can do that, there's no telling what
vocal about the excitement that over 13 points pe/ game each Floresca and Christian Oshita. Torrance, CA, a school he led to a can happen on the court this year.
SPORTS EDITOR
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Padres finish off another disappointing season
NOAH HILTON
CONTRIBUTOR

April 6, 2015. On the eve
of Opening Day, the Padres
wrapped
up a
whirlwind
offseason by trading for Craig
Kimbrel, arguably baseball's
best closer. This news came on
the heels of similar front-page
deals throughout the winter,
including the signing of free
agent ace James Shields and
trades for proven stars Matt
Kemp, Wil Myers,-and Justin
Upton. Suddenly, the hometown
club had gone from afterthought
to ESPN headliner, and several
media outlets were picking
them to seriously contend for a
division title.
"Oct. 4,2015. The Padres put
the finishing touches on a long,
trying season with a 6-3 loss to
the Dodgers. They will not win
the division, nor will they play
for a wild card berth, instead
missing the playoffs for a ninth
straight season with a record
of 74-88. The city's attention
has been diverted away by the
opening games of the Chargers'
season, and the promise of what
first appeared to be a playoff
campaign for the Padres has
almost entirely dissipated.
Fans will have all winter
to wonder what went wrong

with the unusually star-studded
roster of 2015, with a bevy of
complaints likely to ensue. For
one, thanks to some bad luck
and a leaky defense, the pitching
that Padres teams have built their
success on for years failed to live
up to it»expectations.
A failure to limit big
innings left Ian Kennedy (915) and Andrew Cashner (6-16)
with poor overall records, while
Shields and Tyson Ross struggled
with consistency all summer. The
vaunted, Kimbrel-led bullpen
proved mortal on far. too many
occasions, putting pressure on
the.starters to get deep into games
ahd on the offense to pile up runs.
The Padres lineup did
its best to oblige, with Justin
Upton approaching a 20 homer
20 steal season, and Matt Kemp
overcoming a slow start to lead
the team with 100 RBI. In an
August game against the Rockies,
Kemp endeared himself to Padres
fans everywhere by becoming the
first player in franchise history to
hit for the cycle. Unfortunately,
a,Wil Myers wrist injury that
eventually
required
surgery
exposed the team's shortcomings
on both offense and defense and
proved to be a major factor in the
club's struggles all season.
So where does the team go
from here? After a mysteriously

quiet trade deadline in July,
General Manager A.J. Preller
will have his work cut out for
him this offseason. The goal
must now become building
a
postseason-caliber' roster

with the hope that a fiery Lou
Piniella or Lloyd McClendon
type can excite an often-apathetic
fan base.
Next, the organization will
need to rebuild its farm system.

Photo Courtesy of Keith Allison/Flickr

Andrew Cashner posted a 4.34 ERA and 1.14-WHIP in 2015.

instead of simply generating
buzz, and, unfortunately for the
Friar faithful, that goal may be
a difficult one to achieve in the
short-term.
The team is simply too
stocked with big salaries and
veterans on the wrong side of
30.. Preller's winter checklist,
therefore, will need to be working
towards contending farther down
the road. The first step will be
finding <a new manager after the
dismissal of Bud Black in June,

After trading away almost all of
its top prospects last winter and
seeing uninspiring performances
from the ones that were kept, it
is essential for the Padres' future
that young stars be brought in that
can be organizational pillars for
years to come.
Finally, in terms of the more
immediate future, the Padres
need to find the balance its lineup
lacked in 2015. A couple of startworthy lefty bats, a true leadoff
hitter with good speed and

contact skills, and a solid group
of guys that are good with the
glove should all be on Preller's
winter shopping list.
The team's core prospects,
Rymer Liriano and Hunter
Renfroe, both could see time
in the outfield in 2016 and be
used to cover the likely loss of
Justin Upton to free agency.
Meanwhile, the'team's weakest
position, shortstop, has been
filled admirably by Jedd Gyorko
for the last couple months of the
season. However, the team might
be better served returning Gyorko
to second base and making a
splash in free agency by targeting
an external option such as exNationals shortstop lan Desmond,
a former All-Star who could come
cheap after a down year in 2015.
Ultimately, it will once
again fall on the front office to
continue the Padres' remodeling
into a relevant and competitive
ball club. As 2015 playoff teams
such as the Astros,Cubs, and Mets
have all shown, a single winter
does not a playoff team make.
Each of those teams struggled
through hapless seasons for years
while gradually assembling a core
of young, controllable stars. San
Diegans can only hope that the
success those teams experienced
in 2015 is on the horizon for the
Padres as well.
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Football wins 20th straight conference home game

DYLAN BROCKMEYER

ASST. SPORTS EblTOR
@dbrock08
What's sweeter than a big
college homecoming win in front
of thousands of fans? Defeating
a team at their own homecoming
game in front of thousands of
their fans. Despite a slow start
to their away game against the
Valparaiso Crusaders on Sept.
26, the University of San Diego
football team came alive in the
second quarter and stayed strong
to win their Pioneer Football
League opener 38-6 in front of
3,183 Crusaders' fans.
The
Torero's
started
roughly. Their first
three
possessions yielded a punt and
back-to-back
interceptions.
However, the defense managed
to stay strong allowing only a 38
yard field goal in the first quarter.
Because they held on so strongly,
the Torero offense was able to
come alive midway through the
second quarter.
For his second- straight
game,
redshirt
quarterback
Anthony Lawrence led the
offense with four touchdown
passes and went 21-28 for 214
yards. When things were looking
grim in the first half with 3:40
left to go, Lawrence found junior
wide receiver Brian Riley for a
15 yard touchdown to give the
Toreros their first lead of the
game at 7-3.
Lawrence kept the heat
turned up as he threw a 29 yard
touchdown pass into the hands
of junior wide receiver Joseph

Jakubowsky.
The Riley-Lawrence duo
lost no steam as the wide receiver
caught a 24 yard touchdown with
4:24 left to go in the third quarter.
Lawrence and the Toreros added
two more touchdowns in the
fourth quarter. Redshirt junior
running back Jereke Armstrong
punched it into the end zone
from 20 yards out, and redshirt
freshman -offensive
lineman
Daniel Cooney hauled in a nine
yard touchdown for the first
reception of his career.
The Torero defense put up
a strong wall and only allowed
179 yards of offensive yardage.
Sophomore defensive lineman
Jonathan Peterson had fi ve tackles.
Redshirt junior linebacker Nic
Henson and redshirt sophomore
linebacker Max Michaels each
made five stops of their own to
keep the Crusaders at bay.
In an interview on the USD
athletics website# Head Coach
Dale Lindsey laid out what it
takes to make a championship
team.
"To win one on the road,
that's the big thing," Lindsey said.
"You're expected to win at home,
but you've got to win on the road
if you want to be a championship
team."
After that win on the road,
freshman cornerback Arrion
Archie was satisfied with the
team's playing.
"Coming home after Valpo
the team was satisfied with its
performance," Archie said. "We
did what we planned to do and

lan Lituchy/The Vista

Redshirt freshman quarterback Anthony Lawrence scampers into the end zone against Marist.
got the decisive win."
overall and have a perfect record well," Archie said. "This week
The Toreros continued in the PFL at 2-0. Lawrence led corrections will focus on D. The
their big winning streak this the offense again in his third whole game was played well by
past weekend against the Marist consecutive start as quarterback. the offense and we got a good win.
College Red Foxes. The play of He passed for 207 yards against The team is mostly anticipating
the game was an exciting 30 yard Marist, going 22-35 with zero Dayton's running back, who ran
interception return by redshirt interceptions. Lawrence's ability a good amount of yards. He is a
senior cornerback Yogi Hale. The to overcome the 13 point deficit key piece in them winning games
Toreros were trailing 20-13 to the in the second half, coupled with 30+ carries a game."
Red Foxes with six minutes to go with Hale's pick-six, turned the
The Toreros defensive and
in the third quarter.
momentum of the game totally offensive yardage fell slightly
At their own 28 yard line, around.
from their last big win. Our boys
the ball bounced off Marist's
Archie attributes the slow allowed Marist 360 total offensive
receiver who was on the ground start to d slow defense, something yards to their 389 yards. USD
and right into the hands of Hale. the Toreros are going to keep also committed five penalties for
He turned and sprinted into the working on in practice before a total of 60 yards.
endzone to bring the score to 20- they face off against Dayton Oct.
The Toreros next face off
19, amping up his teammates to 1 0 .
against The University of Dayton
come through with a win.
"This weekend in the first Flyers on the road on Oct. 10 at
half the defense did not play 10 a.m.
The Toreros are now 3-1
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